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The reuptake of the neurotransmitter serotonin from the synaptic cleft by the sero-

tonin transporter, SERT, is essential for proper neurological signaling. Biochemical

studies have shown Thr276 of transmembrane helix 5 is a site of PKG-mediated SERT

phosphorylation, which has been proposed to shifts the SERT conformational equli-

bira to promote inward-facing states, thus enhancing 5HT transport. Recent structural

and simulation studies have provided insights into the conformation transitions during

substrate transport but have not shed light on SERT regulation via post-translational

modifications. Using molecular dynamics simulations and Markov state models, we

investigate how Thr276 phosphorylation impacts the SERT mechanism and its role

in enhancing transporter stability and function. Our simulations show that Thr276

phosphorylation alters the hydrogen-bonding network involving residues on transmem-

brane helix 5. This in turn decreases the free energy barriers for SERT to transition to

the inward-facing state, thus facilitating 5HT transport. The results provide atomistic

insights into in vivo SERT regulation and can be extended to other pharmacologically

important transporters in the solute carrier superfamily.
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1 Introduction

The serotonin transporter (SERT, SLC6A4) is responsible for the reuptake of synaptic sero-1

tonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5HT) from the synapse thereby regulating serotonergic signal-2

ing in the brain and elsewhere in the body. SERT, as well as the dopamine transporter3

(DAT) and norephephine transporter (NET), are members of the sodium-coupled, chloride-4

dependent monoamine transporters in the neurotransmitter:sodium symporters (NSS) fam-5

ily and the solute carrier (SLC) superfamily (1 ). Members of this family adopt an inverted6

psudeo-symmetrical architecture consisting of 12 transmembrane (TM) helices commonly7
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known as the LeuT fold(1 , 2 ) (Figure 1A). Transport of neurotransmitters across the neu-8

ronal membrane via the NSS family is facilitated by an alternating access mechanism in which9

these transporters then undergo a series of conformational transitions from an outward-facing10

(OF) state, where the binding cavity is accessible from the extracellular side, to an occluded11

(OC) state, and finally an inward-facing (IF) state where the substrates are released into12

the neuron (Figure 1) (3 ). Reverting back to the outward-facing state involves the e✏ux of13

potassium ions in some NSS transporters (4 ).14

In the body, SERT is regulated thorough numerous phosphorylation mechanisms that15

involve protein kinases, phosphatases, receptors, and substrates with implications for trans-16

porter expression, stability, tra�cking, oligermization, and uptake activity (5–7 ). Conse-17

quently, improper regulation of transporter function is associated with various physiological18

complications and psychiatric disorders (8–11 ). Increased phosphorylation of SERT by pro-19

tein kinase C-linked pathways is linked with increased SERT internalization and decreased20

5HT-transport activity (12 , 13 ). Upregulation of SERT by protein kinase G (PKG) en-21

hances expression and transport activity (14 ). The psycho-stimulant drug amphetamine22

increases SERT phosphorylation (13 ) and in DAT, amphetamine-induced phosphorylation23

of N-terminal residues exhibits a dopamine e✏ux function (15 , 16 ). Among other trans-24

porters in the SLC superfamily, phosphorylation heavily influences transporter function, and25

thus is a universal mechanism of regulating transporter activity (17–20 ).26

From a thermodynamics perspective, post-translational modifications (e.g. phospho-27

rylation, glycosylation, lipidation, protonation) may alter the conformational free energy28

landscape, thus a↵ecting protein stability and/or dynamics (21 , 22 ). The use of molecular29

dynamics (MD) simulations not only provide an atomistic perspective of complex protein30

dynamics, but upon su�cient sampling, may allow us to quantify the thermodynamics of31

functional states and key transition barriers. For example, serine/threonine phosphorylation32

of protein kinases promotes active-like conformations by stabilizing the dynamics of flexible33

loops (23–25 ). Alternatively, phosphorylation(24 ) and s-glutathionylation(26 ) of the plant34
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Figure 1: Architecture of the serotonin transporter, SERT. (A) Crystal structure of SERT
complexed with inhibitor molecule fluvoxamine resolved in the outward facing conformation
(PDB: 6AWP). The sodium and chloride ions resolved in the crystal structure are shown
as purple and green spheres, respectively. Fluvoxamine (FVX) bound in the orthosteric
site shown in magenta spheres. The two fold architecture of SERT is colored as follows:
TM1 and TM6 in red, TM2-5 in light blue, TM7-10 in yellow, TM11-12 in gray. (B, C)
SERT viewed from the extracellular plane (B) and intracellular plane (C) showing the con-
formational transitions of the gating helices involved in the transport process. The cryo-EM
structures of SERT resolved in three states (OF (PDB:6DZY): blue, OC (PDB:6DZV): green,
IF (PDB:6DZZ): salmon) are overlaid on the SERT-OF structure (gray). (D) The Thr276
phosphorylation site on TM5 is shown as salmon colored sticks. The SERT structure is
represented as cartoon with TM 1, 5, 6, 8, and 10 colored in teal, green, magenta, yellow,
and orange, respectively.
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kinase BAK1 alter the free energies where inactive states are favored over active-like states.35

Tyrosine nitration of an abscisic acid plant hormone receptor increases the free energy bar-36

riers for ligand binding, thereby preventing receptor activation (27 ). As a final example,37

glycosylation of SH3 domains promote their folded states due to the presence of bulky side38

chains that destabilize unfolded states (28 ). Therefore, relating how post-translational mod-39

ifications a↵ect the protein dynamics and conformational free energy landscape is necessary40

to understand how protein function is regulated.41

In 2007, Ramamoorthy et al. identified Thr276 of TM5 to be a site of PKG-mediated42

SERT phosphorylation (Figure 1D). These observations uncovered essential insights into43

the in vivo regulatory mechanisms of SERT tra�cking and transport function via post-44

translational modification (29 ). It was later characterized by Zhang et al., through the45

binding of conformational selective inhibitors cocaine and ibogaine, that Thr276 phospho-46

rylation directly modulates the conformational equilibra of functional states to enhance47

5HT-transport (30 ). Quantum dot studies conducted by Bailey et al. further correlated48

Thr276 phosphorylation with cholesterol depletion in midbrain neurons (31 ). We have pre-49

viously conducted large-scale MD simulations to characterize the serotonin import process50

in SERT. We showed how 5HT binding in the orthosteric site reduces the free energy barri-51

ers for transition from the outward-facing to inward-facing states, while also stabilizing the52

inward-facing state to promote substrate import (32 , 33 ). In this current study, we aim to53

understand the molecular mechanism of Thr276 phosphorylation and its structural conse-54

quences on the conformational heterogeneity of SERT. We first preformed MD simulations55

of SERT bound with inhibitors to provide atomistic details of Zhang et al.’s observations56

(30 ). Next, using our previously collected SERT data as a comparison(32 ), we characterized57

the dynamics and structural stability of phosphorylated Thr276 SERT using Markov state58

models. To this extent, we collected over 600 microseconds of MD simulations data using59

the distributive computing platform Folding@Home (34 ) of phosphorylated Thr276 SERT.60

Our results show that Thr276 phosphorylation modulates SERT dynamics primarily through61
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the rearrangement of intracellular hydrogen bonding interactions. Consequently, the altered62

dynamics of the intracellular gating helices reduces the free energy barriers between occluded63

and inward-facing states and further stabilizes SERT in the inward-facing state for substrate64

release into the cell.65

2 Results and discussion66

2.1 Accessibility of the Thr276 phosphorylation site under in-67

hibitor binding68

Structural and computational studies on SERT have revealed that structural transitions from69

the outward-facing state to the inward-facing state of SERT are initiated by the binding of70

substrates in the orthosteric pocket which triggers the movement of extracellular gating he-71

lices TM1a and TM6b towards the helical sca↵old (32 , 35 , 36 ) (Figure 1B). The closure72

of the extracellular vestibule stabilizes the transporter to allow for solvation of the intra-73

cellular exit path and the formation of the inward-facing state. The conformation of the74

inward-facing state is notably associated with the outward motion of TM1a from the helical75

bundle and unwinding of the cytoplasmic base of TM5 to promote a solvent exposed intra-76

cellular vestibule for substrate release (36–39 ) (Figure 1C). Multiple studies conducted by77

the Rudnick group investigated the reactivity of substituted cysteine residues with MTSEA78

(2-(aminoethyl)methanethiosulfonate hydrobromide) as a measure of SERT accessibility and79

conformational transitions (30 , 37 , 40–43 ). Of these studies, in 2016, Zhang et al. used80

cocaine and ibogaine to influence the conformational equilibra of outward-facing and inward-81

facing states and investigated the e↵ects of Thr276 phosphorylation on the conformational82

dynamics and substrate transport mechanism(30 ). They have identified PKG-mediated83

phosphorylation of Thr276 to occur more readily when SERT is bound with ibogaine as84

compared to cocaine. As ibogaine stabilizes SERT in an inward-facing state, this allows85

for TM5 to unwind and promote Thr276 phosphorylation. The cryo-EM structure of SERT86
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bound with ibogaine would later be resolved to depict the unfolded structure of TM5 (36 ).87

To provide an atomistic perspective of Zhang et al.’s observations, we performed MD88

simulations of SERT bound with inhibitors at the orthosteric site. Cocaine docked in an89

outward-facing SERT crystal structure (PDB: 6AWO) or the ibogaine-complexed inward-90

facing cryo-EM SERT structure (PDB: 6DZZ) were used as the starting structures for sim-91

ulations (Figure 2B, 2C). The proteins were embedded in a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-92

3-phosphocholine (POPC) lipid bilayer and solvated with 150mM NaCl. Five independent93

100 ns long simulations for each SERT-inhibitor complex were performed.94

The simulations show distinct structural characteristics of the respective SERT-inhibitor95

complex. As expected, the fluctuations of TM1a in the intracellular vestibule are greater96

when SERT is in the ibogaine-bound inward-facing state versus the cocaine-bound outward-97

facing state (Figure 2). Additionally, the fluctuations of extracellular loop (EL) 2 are more98

pronounced in simulations of the SERT-cocaine complex. This observation was also noted99

in our previous study illustrating the coupled dynamics of EL2 and the opening and closure100

of the extracellular vestibule (32 ). Most importantly, unwinding of the cytoplasmic base of101

TM5 in ibogaine-bound SERT promotes greater dynamics of the entire helix and intracellular102

loop (IL) 2.103

Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) measurements show increased solvent exposure of104

Thr276 in ibogaine-bound SERT simulations as compared to cocaine-bound SERT (Figure105

3A). In the inward-facing SERT-ibogaine structure, the outward tilt of TM1a enables Tyr95106

to interact with the backbone carbonyl of Thr276 while Tyr350 hydrogen bonds with Gly273.107

These interactions initially stabilize the unfolded TM5, but after ⇠20 ns, the hydrogen108

bonding interactions break and the unfolded TM5 region becomes exposed to the intracellular109

solvent. Afterwards, Thr276 remains exposed to the solvent, with an average SASA of 82110

± 12 Å2 as compared to 26 ± 11 Å2 in SERT-cocaine simulations. Furthermore, these111

observations are consistent with SASA calculations from our previous simulations with the112

endogenous substrate 5HT (Figure 3B) (32 ). The binding of 5HT enables similar transition113
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Figure 2: Dynamics of inhibitor-bound SERT. (A) Chemical structures for the confor-
mational selective inhibitors cocaine and ibogaine and the endogenous substrate serotonin
(5HT). (B, C) MD snapshots of cocaine (B) and ibogaine (C) bound in the orthosteric site.
TM helices 1, 5, 6, 8, and 10 colored in teal, green, magenta, yellow, and orange respectively.
(D) Root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) of ibogaine-bound SERT (red; in the IF state)
and cocaine-bound SERT (blue; in the OF state). The calculated RMSF was averaged over
five independent 100 ns simulations.
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to the inward-facing state where unwinding of TM5 further allows Thr276 to be exposed to114

the cytoplasm. Overall, our observations of the accessibility of the Thr276 phosphorylation115

site is consistent with the findings presented by Zhang et al.116

Figure 3: Accessibility of Thr276. (A) Calculated solvent accessible surface area (SASA)
of Thr276 for SERT-ibogaine (red) and SERT-cocaine (blue). The calculated SASA was
averaged over five independent 100 ns simulations. (B) Density distribution of Thr276 SASA
from outward- and inward-facing states from SERT-5HT import simulations (32 ).

2.2 Phosphorylation of Thr276 alters the conformational free en-117

ergy landscape118

By projecting the electrostatic potential of the three-dimensional structure of SERT, we ob-119

served that phosphorylation of Thr276 a↵ects the intracellular gate and neighboring residues120

(Figure S1). When closed, there is a positive surface charge at the intracellular gates of de-121

phosphorylated SERT (dphos-SERT). When Thr276 is phosphorylated, residues surrounding122

the phosphorylation site become neutralized, thereby potentially altering the dynamics of123

the intracellular gate during occluded to inward-facing transitions. Given the proximity124

of Thr276 to the intracellular gating domain, we sought to understand how phosphoryla-125

tion a↵ects the intrinsic dynamics using MD simulations of phosphorylated Thr276 SERT126
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Figure 4: Phosphorylation of Thr276 alters the SERT conformational free energy landscape.
(A, B) Conformational free energy landscapes for dphos-SERT (A) and pThr276-SERT (B)
projected on the coordinates defined by the extracellular and intracellular gating distances.
Simulation data were reweighted by the Markov state model equilibrium probabilities. (C)
Di↵erence between the of free energy landscapes of dphos-SERT and pThr276-SERT pro-
jected on the same coordinates of the gating distances. (D) Metrics used for the projection
of the free energy landscapes. Conformations in red have relatively lower free energy in
pThr276-SERT. Extracellular gating distances were defined as the closest heavy atom be-
tween Arg104 and Glu493. Intracellular gating distances were calculated between residues
of TM1a/TM6b and TM5/TM8.
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(pThr276-SERT). To e�ciently explore the conformational landscape, we seeded 2,520 inde-127

pendent pThr276-SERT simulations to be conducted on Folding@Home (34 ). The starting128

structures were selected from a Markov state model (MSM)-weighted distribution of 18129

macrostates of the dphos-SERT obtained from our previous study (32 ). An aggregated total130

of ⇠630 µs of simulation data were collected and used to construct a MSM (see Methods for131

details).132

Projection of the MSM-weighted simulation data on the axes defined by the extracellular133

and intracellular gating residues quantifies the relative stability of SERT conformational134

states (Figure 4). In dphos-SERT simulations, transitions from the occluded state to inward-135

facing state were rate limiting for substrate import, with free energy barriers of ⇠2 kcal/mol136

(Figure 4A) (32 ). Additionally, as compared to outward-facing and occluded states, the137

formation of inward-facing states in dphos-SERT are relatively less stable. The modification138

of Thr276 to phosphothreonine exhibits shifts in the free energy barriers of the conformational139

landscape. Transitions from outward-facing to occluded states retain relatively low free140

energy barriers. While outward-facing and occluded states remain stable with a relative free141

energy of ⇠0-1 kcal/mol, the inward-facing state is further stabilized by ⇠0.5-1 kcal/mol142

(Figure 4B). The transitions from occluded to inward-facing are further reduced by ⇠0.5143

kcal/mol as compared to dphos-SERT (Figure 4C), in agreement with the 25% increase in144

5HT uptake as experimentally characterized by Zhang et al. (30 ).145

2.3 Rearrangement of the intracellular hydrogen-bonding network146

The intracellular gate of SERT is comprised of a number of charged residues on TM1a,147

TM5, TM6b, and TM8 that form a hydrogen bonding network to stabilize the transporter148

in outward-facing and occluded states (Figure 5A). These residues are conserved among149

other monoamine transporters as well as the NSS family. Several studies have highlighted the150

importance of the intracellular region in the NSS family and its role in the gating mechanism151

(32 , 36 , 44–46 ). The binding of the substrates in the orthosteric site closes the extracellular152
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vestibule thereby initiating the breakage of these electrostatic interactions and promoting153

transitions to the inward-facing state where an intracellular exit pathway is formed between154

TM1a and TM5 (Figure 5B).155

MD simulations of pThr276-SERT shows that most of the intracellular interactions are156

formed but with slight deviations of the distance distributions as compared to the dphos-157

SERT simulations (Figure 5C, 5D). We observed that the phosphorylation of Thr276 disrupts158

the hydrogen bonding interactions of residues on TM5, most notably Lys275, Lys279, and159

Trp282. The interactions are critical in stabilizing TM5 with TM1a while the intracellular160

gate is closed. When comparing the occluded structures from simulations, the distances for161

pThr276-SERT intracellular residue pairs exhibit a broader distribution suggesting overall162

weaker interactions. For the Asp80-Lys275 pair, the distance between these residues in-163

creases in pThr276-SERT simulations, especially when in inward-facing states (Figure 5D,164

S2). The electrostatic interactions Arg79-Asp452, Glu78-Arg462, and Glu78-Lys275 are165

more prevalent in pThr276-SERT as compared to dphos-SERT (Figure S2). Given the in-166

creased flexibility of the N-terminal tail, residues on the N-terminus may compensate for167

weaker interactions of TM1a and TM5 when Thr276 is phosphorylated and retain stable168

outward-facing and occluded states for substrate binding.169

The helical structure of TM5 is regulated by the hydrogen bonding interactions between170

the side chains of Thr276 and Ser277 with the backbone carbonyl of Ser269 on TM4 (Fig-171

ure 6A). Upon conformational transitions to the inward-facing state, these interactions are172

severed resulting in the unwinding of the cytoplasmic base of TM5. The addition of the173

phosphate to Thr276 not only presents a negative surface charge but also prevents Thr276174

from being the hydrogen bond donor. Projection of the simulation data on the coordinates175

defined by the distance of the Thr276 side chain with the backbone carbonyl of Ser269176

verses the average helical content of TM5 shows that this interaction is not maintained177

in pThr276-SERT and allows for greater unfolding of TM5 (Figure 6B). The side chain of178

Ser277 makes alternate interactions with Ser269 and Glu444 in dphos-SERT simulations.179
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Figure 5: Rearrangement of the intracellular gating residues as a result of Thr276 phosphory-
lation. (A,B) MD snapshot of dphos-SERT in the occluded (A) and in the inward-facing state
(B). Hydrogen bonding pairs that contribute to the closure of the intracellular exit pathway
are shown in sticks. (C, D) Distance distribution of select gating residues for 50,000 MD
structures for each occluded (C) and inward-facing (D) is shown. Distances calculated from
the dphos-SERT MD simulations is represented in blue while pThr276-SERT in red. See
Figure S2 for more distance distributions of intracellular residue pairs.
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Figure 6: Thr276 phosphorylation further stabilizes the unwinding of TM5 during confor-
mational transitions. (A) MD snapshot of the hydrogen bond arrangement to maintain the
helical fold of TM5. The side chain of Thr276 interacts with the backbone carbonyl of Ser269
(TM4), while Ser277 hydrogen bonds with Glu444. (B) Free energy landscapes comparing
the helical content of TM5 and hydrogen bonds identified in panel A. Helical content was
measured for residues 273 to 280. Phosphorylation of Thr276 not only disrupts the hydro-
gen bonds formed by Ser269, but also further increases the unfolding of cytoplasmic base of
TM5. (C) Shifts in the distance distribution of hydrogen bonds involving residues neighbor-
ing Thr276. Distances calculated from the dphos-SERT MSM are represented in blue while
pThr276-SERT distance are in red.
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However, in pThr276-SERT, we observed Ser277 maintains its interaction with Ser269, but180

not with Glu444. This hydrogen bond rearrangement in pThr276-SERT is a result of the181

outward bend of the pThr276 residue due to its larger and negatively charged sidechain.182

As a result, TM5 is unable to maintain its helical structure. Furthermore, the structural183

consequence of Thr276 phosphorylation results in nearby charged residues to heavily interact184

with the phosphate group of pThr276, thereby weakening the interactions of TM5 (Figure185

6C). Due to the flexible nature of the N-terminus, Arg79, which typically interacts with186

Asp452, forms interactions with the Thr276 phosphate group. Furthermore, the adjacent187

residue Lys275 may also interact with the phosphate group. These additional interactions188

may destabilize the intracellular gates and decrease the free energy barriers for transition to189

the inward-facing state.190

Understanding the molecular regulation of neurotransmitter transporters is vital for191

studying normal neurological function in the brain and developing therapeutics to treat192

various psychiatric disorders. The observations presented in this study provide an atomistic193

perspective into the mechanism of regulating SERT conformational dynamics by Thr276194

phosphorylation. Using adaptive sampling and Markov state models to explore the SERT195

conformational space, we find that phosphorylated Thr276 results in the rearrangement of196

the intracellular hydrogen bonding network, particularly residues involving TM5. These197

altered interactions consequently decrease the free energy barriers for occluded to inward-198

facing transitions. Furthermore, inward-facing states are further stabilized to allow for sub-199

strate release. The results obtained in this work alongside previously conducted experimen-200

tal studies of Thr276 phosphorylation demonstrate how a phosphorylation event regulates201

SERT function through altering the conformational equilibria of outward-facing and inward-202

facing states. Naturally occurring coding variants in human SERT have been shown to alter203

transporter regulation through changes in PKG/p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase-linked204

pathways (47 ). In particular, SERT containing the allelic variant Ala56 (normally Gly56 in205

wild-type) is subjected to hyperphosphorylation under basal conditions (48 ) and suggested206
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to bias SERT in an outward-facing state (49 ). Additionally, the allelic variant Asn605 (nor-207

mally Lys605 in wild-type) has been proposed to influence SERT in a similar manner as208

Ala56 (49 ). Other identified phosphorylation sites in SERT may a↵ect overall transporter209

stability, including but not limited to protein tra�cking, expression, and substrate uptake210

(50 , 51 ).211

Aside from phosphorylation, other regulatory mechanisms of the NSS family have been212

extensively studied through computational and experimental techniques and provide a syn-213

ergistic approach to characterize in vivo transporter regulation. Sterol molecules such as214

cholesterol have been shown to participate in an inhibitory mechanism among these trans-215

porters. A cholesterol molecule wedged between TM1a, TM5, and TM7 was resolved in the216

crystal structure of the dopamine transporter(52 ). Further investigation through course217

grain MD simulations shows that this specific cholesterol site inhibits the outward mo-218

tion of TM1a, thereby locking the transporter in outward-facing states (53 ). Biochemi-219

cal and computational studies also support a similar mechanism of cholesterol inhibition in220

SERT (54 ). Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate (PIP2)-mediated interactions with the N-221

terminal residues of DAT have been shown to influence transport function (55 ). Molecular222

modeling of DAT further shows the electrostatic interactions of PIP2 to promote the open-223

ing of the intracellular exit vestibule (56 ). Oligomerization of NSS transporters has been224

implicated in membrane tra�cking and transporter regulation (57–60 ). Despite various225

biochemical and computational studies investigating the e↵ects of oligomerization (61–63 ),226

there is no clear consensus of the oligomeric interface in the NSS family. Furthermore, how227

the transport function is a↵ected by oligomerization remains unclear. As this work focused on228

the conformational transitions associated with the substrate import process, how phospho-229

rylated Thr276 a↵ects SERT reverting back from inward-facing to outward-facing transition230

states remains unknown. A potential potassium binding site remains ambiguous, but it has231

been shown through biophysical experiments that potassium favors an inward-facing-like232

state (64 , 65 ). Further studies may investigate how the altered interactions formed due233
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to phosphorylated Thr276 a↵ect the closure of the inward-facing state and transitions to234

outward-facing in the presence of potassium.235

3 Methods236

3.1 Inhibitor bound SERT simulation setup237

For the cocaine bound simulations, an outward facing SERT crystal structure with the238

sertraline bound at the orthosteric site (PDB: 6AWO) (66 ) was used as the starting structure239

for docking simulations. Thermostable mutations Ala218, Ser439, Ala554, and Ala580 were240

reverted to the wild type residues, Ile218, Thr439, Cys554, and Cys580, respectively. The241

two Na+ ions and single Cl- ion that were resolved in the crystal structure were retained.242

The sertraline and cholesterol molecules were removed. Cocaine was then docked into the243

orthosteric cavity using AutoDock Vina 1.1.2 (67 ). PDBQT files for the outward-facing-244

SERT and protonated cocaine molecules were constructed using the AutoDock python utility245

scripts. The grid center of the orthosteric binding site was chosen based on the structural246

alignment of the Drosophila dopamine transporter complexed with cocaine (PDB: 4XP4)247

(68 ). The grid search space was chosen as a 10 Å x 10 Å x 10 Å box centered at the248

grid center. The default united-atom scoring function implemented in AutoDock Vina was249

used to obtain docked ligand configurations. When aligned with 4XP4, the RMSD of the250

docked cocaine molecule was 0.991 Å. The cocaine docked SERT model was then embedded251

in a homogeneous 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) lipid bilayer,252

solvated with TIP3P water molecules (69 ). 150mM NaCl was added to neutralize the system.253

Terminal chains were capped with acetyl and methyl amide groups. Glu508 was modeled as254

the protonated form. A disulfide bridge was modeled between Cys200 and Cys209. Amber255

↵14SB force field (70 ) was used to parameterize the system. Force field parameters for256

cocaine were derived using the antechamber (71 ) module of Amber (72 ).257

For ibogaine bound simulations, the inward-facing SERT cryo-EM structure complexed258
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with ibogaine (PDB: 6DZZ) (36 ) was used as the starting structure. The protein was em-259

bedded in a POPC lipid bilayer and solvated in TIP3P water molecules (69 ) and 150mM260

NaCl using CHARMM-GUI (73 ). Terminal residues were capped with acetyl and methyl261

amide groups. Glu508 was modeled as the protonated form. A disulfide bridge was modelled262

between Cys200 and Cys209. A Cl- and Na+ ion were fitted to the Cl- and Na1 site, re-263

spectively, based on SERT crystal structures(36 ). As the ibogaine parameters were derived264

using the CHARMM force field, we parameterized the remainder of the system using the265

CHARMM36m force fields (74 ). The CHARMM topology files were then converted to Amber266

format using the chamber module of the parmed program (https://github.com/ParmEd/ParmEd).267

3.2 Inhibitor bound SERT simulation details268

Both cocaine and ibogaine bound SERT simulations were performed using the Amber18269

MD package under constant NPT conditions, periodic boundary conditions, and integration270

timestep of 2 femtosecond. System temperature (300K) was maintained with Langevian dy-271

namics and a 1 picosecond-1 damping coe�cient. Pressure (1 atm) was maintained with the272

Monte Carlo barostat with an update interval every 100 steps. Bonds involving hydrogen273

atoms were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm (75 ). Electrostatics were treated with274

the particle mesh Ewald method(76 ) and a 10 Å distance cuto↵ was used to treat nonbonded275

interactions. Each system was first minimized for 20,000 steps using the conjugate gradient276

method and then heated to 300K while the protein was constrained. Afterwards, the un-277

restrainted systems were equilibrated for 50 ns prior to production runs. Five independent278

simulation runs of 100 ns were performed using the GPU accelerated pmemd module of279

Amber18 (77 ).280

3.3 Phosphorylated Thr276-SERT simulation on Folding@Home281

Our previous study investigated the dynamics of 5HT import of wild-type SERT (32 ). These282

simulations consisted of 1 SERT protomer (residues 76-616) embedded in a POPC lipid bi-283
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layer, solvated with 150mM NaCl and 1 5HT molecules in TIP3P water (69 ). Terminal284

chains were capped with acetyl and methyl amide groups. Glu508 was modeled as the pro-285

tonated form. A disulfide bridge was modeled between Cys200 and Cys209. The simulation286

data previously obtained was used to construct a Markov state model (MSM).287

The starting structures for pThr276-SERT simulations were obtained by randomly se-288

lecting 70 structures from 18 macrostates of wild-type SERT MSM. For each structure, 2289

replicates with di↵erent initial random velocities were created, totaling 2,520 independent290

MD simulations. Thr276 was modified to phosphothreonine using tleap. Additional Na+291

ions were added to the simulation box to neutralize the system. Each system was prepared292

using OpenMM 7.4.1 (78 ) and parameterized with an OpenMM ForceField using the Amber293

↵14SB (70 ) and GAFF force field (79 ). Simulations were performed under periodic bound-294

ary conditions and NPT ensemble. The mass of hydrogen atoms and connected atoms were295

repartitioned according to Hopkins et al. (80 ). The Langevin integrator using a timestep296

of 4 fs, temperature of 300K, and collision rate of
p
2 ps-1 was used for Langevin dynamics.297

Pressure (1 atm) was maintained using the Monte Carlo Membrane Barostat with an up-298

date frequency of 100 steps. Nonbonded forces were calculated using the particle mesh Ewald299

method (76 ) with a 10 Å distance cuto↵. The resulting OpenMM system and integrator file300

were serialized to XML format for Folding@Home.301

Production simulations for the 2,520 pThr276-SERT systems were conducted on Fold-302

ing@Home using a simulation core based on OpenMM 7.4.2 (34 , 78 ). A maximum of 250303

ns was collected for each system, totaling ⇠630µs of aggregated simulation data. Simulation304

snapshots were saved every 100 ps during production runs using mixed precision.305

3.4 Markov State Models306

MSMs are a statistical approach in which the simulation data are discretized into kinetically307

relevant states and a transition probabilities between each state are calculated. The resulting308

outcome of the MSM is a kinetic model in which long timescale protein dynamics can be309
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characterized (81 , 82 ). MSMs have been extensively employed to study protein folding,310

ligand binding and conformational change processes(83–86 ). However, there are only few311

examples of the application of MSMs to membrane transporter proteins(32 , 33 , 87–91 ).312

Here, we employ MSMs to compare the conformational ensemble of the phosphorylated and313

unphosophorylated SERT to obtain the thermodynamic and kinetic di↵erences responsible314

for the shift in the conformational equilibrium upon phosphorylation. Finally, theoretical315

frameworks such as transition path theory (TPT) are used along with MSMs to identify the316

highest flux pathways and bottlenecks associated with the substrate transport process(92 ).317

Trajectories were processed using the CPPTRAJ module of AmberTools (93 ) and MD-318

Traj Python library (94 ). All pThr276-SERT simulation data were used to construct a319

Markov state model (MSM) using the pyEMMA Python library (95 ). To maintain consis-320

tency among the wild-type SERT and phosphorylated SERT MSM, we used the same 16321

residue-residue pair distances along the permeation pathway and z-components of the sub-322

strates as described in our previous study. The number of clusters and time-independent323

components (tICs) were optimized by maximizing the VAMP1 score, or sum of the eigen-324

values of the transition matrix. The phosphorylated SERT MSM was constructed using 500325

clusters, 2 tICs, and a Markovian lag time of 12 ns (Figure S3). Structures extracted from326

MSM clusters were visualized using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) (96 ) and PyMOL327

(Schrödinger, LLC). The standard error of the free energy landscapes was calculated by328

bootstrapping with constructing the MSM with 80% of the trajectory set randomly selected329

for 500 independent samples (Figure S4). The constructed MSM was further validated using330

the Chapman-Kolmogorov test performed on 5 macrostates (Figure S5).331
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